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We welcome the generalization by Del Giudice [1] of our model investigating the evolvability conditions for predictive adaptive responses (PARs) in long-lived species like humans [2]. In our original approach, environmental conditions in 1 year were modelled as the sum of the conditions in the previous year plus a perturbation term to represent exogenous sources of change. The perturbation terms were independent from year to year. If the exogenous perturbation forces are themselves temporally autocorrelated, then environmental change is described by a more complex autoregressive structure than the one used in our original model, one in which conditions in the current year are influenced by conditions in the previous year and the one before that. Del Giudice shows that when dependencies between successive years take this more complex form, the present becomes in effect a better guide to the future than it would otherwise have been. This makes the external PAR (using conditions experienced early in ontogeny as a guide to the likely adult external environment) an adaptive strategy under a somewhat wider range of conditions that those we originally reported.

The objective for our paper was to galvanize theoretical progress in an area where adaptive hypotheses have been discussed for some time without agreement about whether they are likely to be right, and without exposure of the precise assumptions on which they depend. We recognize that our initial model was not exhaustive; it provided a contribution, hopefully, to the eventual construction of a whole library of related models examining how developmental trajectories might evolve under different environmental regimes. It will be this library of cases taken together—rather than any single one—that will lead to general understanding. The modelling endeavour is also not isolated from empirical work. To quote George Box, who died in 2013, ‘science is a means whereby learning is achieved, not by mere theoretical speculation on the one hand, nor by the undirected accumulation of practical facts on the other, but rather by a motivated iteration between theory and practice’ [3, p. 791]. Our model aimed to make an initial bridge between adaptive hypotheses about PARs, on the one hand, and empirically measurable features of the environments inhabited by humans, on the other. Del Giudice’s model is welcome because it creates a second iteration, incorporating more detailed information about how environments vary to refine the model. We hope that his paper and ours will stimulate greater empirical research on environmental variation as experienced by individuals and populations (something that has also been called for elsewhere [4]). It may well be that some environmental forces are well captured by our original model, whereas others are not so well captured and require more complex specifications. Future empirical work will make this clearer.

An even more important thing that George Box taught us was to ‘remember that all models are wrong; the practical question is how wrong do they have to be to not be useful’ [5, p. 74]. Our model contained a highly simplified representation of how organisms experience the early environment and how that environment might change. Our main conclusions were that, for a long-lived organism, there is only adaptive advantage to using early life as an indicator of the adult environment if (1) the level of annual autocorrelation in the
environment is very high, and (2) the cues of environmental conditions received in early life are very accurate indicators of the present conditions. Del Giudice shows that allowing for delayed effects in environmental change leaves these two conclusions qualitatively intact, though the precise numbers change. Examining Del Giudice’s fig. 1, panels (c) and (d) show that even where strong delayed effects are included, the adaptive advantage of plasticity is found only in the top right quadrant of the parameter space. The quantitative details of our evolvability criteria might need amending if the environmental factor under study were shown to exhibit strong delayed effects; where we specified an annual autocorrelation of at least 0.95, in fact 0.80 might be sufficient. Though this amendment is important, both models concur that there would have to be strong positive annual autocorrelation (not 0, 0.2 or 0.5, for example) coupled with high cue validities. When models using different assumptions come to qualitatively similar conclusions, it adds to our confidence about the robustness of those conclusions. We also note that quite different modelling approaches have recovered conclusions that are in some ways similar to ours [6–8]. Thus, we stick by our contention that conclusions (1) and (2) constrain the plausibility of the idea that humans use early-life cues to gain information about the likely external environment in adulthood, and reiterate our call to examine accommodation to the directly detrimental effects of early adversity on health as an alternative explanation of observed phenomena [9].

There has been a flurry of recent papers trying to test empirically what can broadly be characterized as PAR hypotheses. These are very diverse in design, character and results. Some find the predicted effects, while many do not [10–14]. Being more precise about the assumptions of the theory may help understand what the exact predictions are for particular systems and particular traits, and, especially, when we should expect to find PARs and when we should not.
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